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Inside MIM is a periodic newsletter written by MIM staff. It discusses key topics in
management, consulting, auditing and accounting, etc. Since MIM is engaged in the field of
management consultancies, our professionals have adequate expertise that they have
gained through their years of experience at MIM. They therefore share their expertise and
thoughts through this newsletter. Martten Cox, MIM sister company, is engaged in the field
of auditing and accounting. Our professionals, through their experience in auditing and
accounting, share updates, insights and information about auditing and accounting to keep
you informed and up-to-date.
Subscribe to our newsletter online in order to stay current and receive notifications when
newsletters are published and our latest news as well.
Website: www.mimcons.net

For any inquiries contact us:
Tel: +971 4 321 5848
Fax: +971 4 321 5838
Email: secretary@mimcons.net

MIM International Consultancies
 MIM is a specialized leading consultancy firm with over 33 years
of experience in the field of feasibility studies and management
consultancies serving the region’s top organizations and
governments.
 Our professionals are result-oriented and thrive on achieving
clients’ satisfaction which is the benchmark that measures our
performance and success.

MARTTEN COX & ASSOCIATES Auditing & Consulting
 We offer a wide range of professional services in auditing &
assurance, bookkeeping & accounting, and consultation services to
small and medium sized organizations.
 Our professionals are highly educated and well trained, and are
fully dedicated to serve our clients with due professional care and
integrity. We do not just deliver reports; we make sure that our
services will be a major contribution to your success and business
development.

EBTIKARAT
 Ebtkarat is MIM representative office in Cairo, Egypt. Its core
business is management and business consultancies.
 Our Ebtkarat team collaborates with MIM team in order to ensure
the best quality services are provided to our clients to achieve our
clients’ satisfaction and maintain a long term business relationship.

IT Division
 Our IT Division is a leading software house for developing
desktop, websites and mobile applications, based in Egypt and
Dubai. With the use of the latest information technology and
telecommunication tools we achieve targets depending on a strong
technical base and carefully selected expert resources.

Put Your Mindset to Work
The One Asset You Really Need to Win and Keep the Job You Love
What does it take to land the perfect job? Ninety-seven percent of employers argue
that it’s not about having the right skills and experience. It's about the right mindset.
Two leading recruitment experts, James Reed and Dr. Paul Stoltz, understand this
reality better than anyone. According to their globally acclaimed research, there’s a
specific set of mental traits that will make you exponentially more desirable to
potential employers, and more likely to succeed in your job once you're hired.
They’ve branded these traits “The 3G Mindset,” and written a book about them.
Put Your Mindset to Work is this first collaborative effort between Reed, who runs
Europe’s largest head-hunting firm (appropriately called REED), and Stoltz, the
bestselling author of the Adversity Quotient, and renowned expert on the subject of
human resilience. The two men bring complementary perspectives to this project,
one practical and one more theoretical. On the practical side of the ledger, Reed’s
firm literally places hundreds of thousands of people into work every year. And when
you see tens of millions of people vie for jobs in an intensely competitive and global
market, you can’t help but learn a few things about what works and what fails.
Stoltz, on the other hand, comes at this project from a more theoretical perspective.
Stoltz has built his career around studying and proving one simple truth – you cannot
always control what happens at work, but if you can master how you respond to
adversity, you can craft your own destiny. Looking at it from both an academic and a
real-world perspective, Stoltz and Reed arrived at the same conclusion: People with
guts – i.e. those who have the mindset to take on the tough stuff – tend to get
ahead.

Your Skills Guarantee You Nothing!
According to the authors, one of the greatest myths perpetrated on job seekers
today – both young and old – by guidance counselors, government officials, authors
and other so-called HR experts is that landing a good job comes down to having the
right mix of skills and education. For Reed and Stoltz, that’s a bunch of baloney.
While skills do matter (i.e. if you own a small airline, before you hire someone to fly
one of your planes, you probably want to make sure she scored pretty well on the
flight simulator), they don’t matter nearly as much today as they once did.
The trouble is, in today’s fast-paced economy, skills are becoming obsolete – even
worthless – more quickly than ever before. And because skill requirements are
changing constantly, there’s no guarantee that graduating with the “right” degree, or
taking courses at night to upgrade one’s skills, will actually pay-off. But Reed and
Stoltz believe there are a handful of timeless qualities that every employer always
needs, regardless of the industry. While we might not know which technical skills will
be most in demand in ten years, it’s possible to know which “soft skills” employers

will look for in the future. Reed and Stoltz have found the winning formula.
To zero-in on which soft skills matter most over time, Reed and Stoltz asked
thousands of top employers around the world what they really want in the people
they hire, keep, promote, and praise. Their answers – and the results of the authors’
research testing those answers – may be shocking to some. Reed and Stoltz’s
research-based discoveries shatter much of the conventional wisdom and advice on
what it takes to get and keep the best jobs, and ultimately flourish over the longerterm.
It turns out that, if given the choice between someone with the desired mindset who
lacks the complete skill set for a particular job, and someone with the complete skill
set who lacks the desired mindset, a total of 97 percent of the employers surveyed
picked mindset over skill set as the key element in those they would seek and retain.
At first, Reed and Stoltz were astonished by the strength of these results. They
totally undermine one of the central pillars of the job world – i.e. that better skills
equal better jobs. Instead, they flip the whole career advice model on its head. The
new truth is this: focus on mindset, and the rest (i.e. skill set) will take care of itself.
“It’s your mindset that sets you apart,” writes Reed and Stoltz. “It equips you to
thrive where others have failed. Those with a superior mindset will navigate the
world with uncommon integrity, resilience, goodwill, tenacity, agility, openness, and
perspective. And these traits matter more and more with each passing year, as the
harsh realities of competing in a truly global job market reach even the most remote
corners of our planet, and our skill sets need to adjust at an ever-faster pace.”

What Is “Mindset”?
If your skill set is about what you can do (e.g. fix a watch, play the guitar or hammer
a nail), then your mindset is about what you see, think, and believe.
The Oxford English Dictionary defines “mindset” as “a habitual way of thinking.”
That’s why Reed and Stoltz believe that mindset is much deeper and more profound
than anything that is just on the surface, such as a big, toothy grin (or a frown, for
that matter). For Reed and Stoltz, mindset is the internal lens through which we see
and navigate life. Mindset influences everything we see as well as everything we do.
The authors liken the concept of mindset to a set of tinted glasses that we can never
remove, and generally forget we’re wearing. Some of us have blue tinted glasses,
and so to us, the world seems generally blue. To others, the world looks more green,
or red, or whatever. Unless we really stop to think about it, we might never realize
that our eyes are playing this trick on us. If our lens is blue, then the world must be
blue too. In fact, we might even argue with someone who sees it otherwise.
We all wear slightly different colored lenses – i.e. no one has the exact same mindset
– because the lenses we wear are a product of our own personal experiences,
natural traits, education and other highly individual factors. When we are young,
each new experience we have can add to the mix, so our mindset remains fairly fluid
and dynamic. But once we reach adulthood, the tweaks to our mindset become

increasingly minor and infrequent, so our lens begins to solidify. In other words, for
better or for worse, as we age our mindset becomes, well … set.

At least until now…
Thanks to important scientific discoveries in recent decades, we now know, beyond a
shadow of a doubt, that it is possible to significantly reorient our mindset, even into
middle age or beyond. And better yet, not only is it possible to change our mindset,
thanks to Reed and Stoltz we now know what a winning mindset looks like. Indeed,
there is a specific mindset – based on objective research – which they call the 3G
Mindset th
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